
Facts you should know about
Medical Cannabis and the Relax patch:
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We’re living in a dynamically changing world, everything from political correctness 

issues to national run healthcare programs, such as Obama Care. One thing that 

is common to all these issues is understanding that we have the responsibility to 

choose our leaders and our health and wellness programs.

Some of the population experienced living in the 60’s as teenagers and realize that cannabis or marijuana was 

primarily used as a recreational drug to get high with your friends. And most of these people never thought beyond 

that concept. The demand continued for decades for the recreational use of marijuana 

and that’s just the way it was, legal or non-legal.

If fact, we still have a sector of our population who have used the plant for its natural 

healing abilities for centuries and that cannabis oil was once sold over the counter in 

the old drug stores as a health remedy.

The bottom line to all of this is the fact that cannabis is a healing plant that has been thrown under the bus, as a 

metaphor. We as a society have lost sight that it’s a plant with some earthshaking potential healing possibilities that 

we just don’t understand. It was the timber industry that outlawed production of hemp and pharmaceutical industry 

outlawed cannabis so they could control a synthetic version that ended up being a pale substitute for Mother 

Nature’s handiwork.

As an example, the body’s own cannabinoids, so-called endocannabinoids, mediate a number of different functions 

in the central nervous system and in the immune system and are involved in motor movement, reward effects, and 

learning and memory processes. Cannabinoids from the plant kingdom and synthetically produced cannabinoids 

affect both of these functions, all of which are mediated via cannabinoid receptors.

For the last ten years AlphaBio Centrix, R&D and their bioengineers have been probing to 

fi nd ways of producing a “non-drug” alternative created from the frequency of cannabis 

through a technology known as Bio Energy Synthesis Technology as the catalysts to fi nd 

additional medical benefi ts. They have devoted years researching the effects of different 

elements and discovering behaviors to energetically enhance the ‘energy fi eld’ that 

surrounds the human body.
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At AlphaBio Centrix, we believe we are at the threshold of many psychological and biological discoveries using 

enhanced “bio energy patch” therapy for medical treatments that the human body is just waiting to be discovered. 

The “Relax” patch is now being sold as a “non-transdermal”, no medication (skin) patch that is used in conjunction 

with the energetic exchange that promotes the balance of the human body.

To understand how the patch works is like understanding how a CD or DVD can be 

programmed with information that you pop into the player and suddenly you can 

hear this song or see and hear that movie. They are products made from the discovery 

of Quantum Physics. How else could digital information that has been programmed 

into a shiny surface relay information to our eyes and ears? Bio Energy patches have 

been made from a special material (poly vinyl blend with metal fragments) that holds 

radio frequencies that has been shown to be benefi cial to the human body.

A special device was built to program the material with those benefi cial frequencies and the material was bonded to 

an adhesive designed for skin, to be waterproof and free of bacteria. Once the patch is applied to the left side of the 

body, the central nervous system will recognize the frequencies it needs, use them for the 3 day active period of the 

patch and simply ignore the ones it doesn’t need. Therefore, never a risk of side effect or overdose. That’s why the 

patches are also very safe for children and animals.

The “Relax” patch is infused with the same energetic frequencies of cannabis, (CBD) 

to infl uence the human auric fi eld that physically results in euphoria and relaxation 

and reduces the fear associated with pain.

The Relax Patch is a perfect solution for people who are opposed to using Marijuana-

Cannabis for their own particular reasons, but would like to experience the benefi ts 

of feeling very relaxed without the guilt. It is also a perfect stand-alone therapy for 

the medical marijuana patient when they need to function in the world without being high.

For other applications the Relax Patch can be worn when you take Marijuana-Cannabis either for medical reasons 

or just to become “high”. The Relax Patch will heighten the euphoria and relaxation experience, giving you more of a 

controlled high, while easing potential fear or paranoia and uncontrollable food cravings.
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